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ABSTRACT
This paper describes TopicLens, an interactive tool for exploring
and recommending items within large corpora, based on both social metadata and topical associations. The system uses a hybrid
visualization model that represents topics and content items side by
side, allowing the user to actively explore recommendations rather
than passively viewing them. The approach provides insight into
the composition of relevant topics as they relate to the meta-data
of underlying texts. We describe a novel approach to sorting and
filtering, which can be topic or document-driven, and two novel interaction styles termed “view inversion” and “human-review”, each
of which enable novel perspectives on topic modeled sets of documents. To evaluate the system, three use cases are presented to
highlight interesting insights across three different data sets using
our novel recommendation interface.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Recommender systems attempt to ease the information overload
problem by providing the right information to the right person at
the right time [31, 19, 33]. However, presentation mechanisms for
these systems are becoming increasingly important, as they are applied to increasingly more diverse data on the social web. For example, Herlocker’s early experiments on the value of explaining
recommendations [19] have informed and influenced many of today’s recommender system designs. Tintarev and Masthoff [38]
survey the role of explanation as an integral part of the recommendation process and outline seven distinct advantages of providing explanation. More recent efforts to analyse the effect of “inspectability and control” [21], interactive visual feedback [6], and
dynamic critiquing [30, 10] clearly show that the interface components play an important role in a user’s acceptance and overall trust
in a recommendation.
In this paper we focus on one specific interface design (Figure 1
for exploration of recommendations which have been derived from
a topic modeling algorithm. Topic modeling is a statistical method
for extracting relevant topics from a large corpus of text. Visualization of connections formed through topic modeling can enable
users to quickly identify trends and other insightful details from a

Figure 1: A snapshot of TopicLens interactively recommending
movies from Facebook API. The segment shows the popularity
of each item among friend groups on the outer ring, and highlights recommendations in bold on the inner ring. This view is
highly dynamic and changes based on mouseover interactions

large data set. Successful visualizations are especially effective at
highlighting patterns within high dimensional data. Such visualizations may also allow the user to navigate and dynamically filter
information in order to extract specific and relevant items. Example
use cases are:
• To augment the users ability, beyond keyword based search
and navigation, to discover topical composition and interrelationships in texts (i.e. recommendation via topic associations).
• To highlight popular trends and conversations within social
networks.
• To compare bodies of text, visually exploring similarities,
differences and patterns in the underlying texts for better personalized result sets.
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The focus of this paper is largely on the UI design and on novel
interaction techniques to represent connections formed over large
text datasets using topic modeling or other automated text analysis
algorithms. The key elements in our visual representations include:
1

Mathematical Theory
Software Engineering
Gene Expression
Politics and Society
Business and IT
Fluid Dynamics

• Recommendable Item: An abstract entity which can translate
to either a text document or a user within a social network.
These are conceptually grouped because they are both represented by collections of terms. For example, in the Twitter
data set, a user is represented as a collection of Tweets.

Table 1: Examples of LDA topics learned on a corpus of research papers

• Topic: Multinomial distributions over a set of terms, which
can be associated with content items.
While established representations, such as word clouds and tree
maps [35] can be useful for visualizing frequency in topic-item relationships, we describe a model that also preserves and represents
relationships at the meta-data level. This allows users not only to
see which topics arise, but also how they arose and under what conditions. The approach enables more informed reasoning about documents a user wishes to investigate, while highlighting trends over
a number of different types of networks with respect to a particular
investigation.
Microsoft’s "Twahpic” [29] approach to visualizing topics in conjunction with meta-data leverages a composite view that optimizes
its visualization strategy for each different facet of the data. This
strategy is effective for illustrating and highlighting the multifaceted
nature of the data, but is difficult to navigate due to the separation
of each frame and the segregation of the data networks. In short, the
interaction model helps a user form impressions of the data rather
than supporting investigations into the data.
Work by Cao et al. in [8] shows a benefit of using multiple approaches to visualizing the different facets of the data, and in this
paper, we will present a model that takes a hybrid approach rather
than a segregated approach in order to facilitate navigation and interaction with the data. The key features of the proposed technique
are as follows:

proactive, query-based solutions in the fields of search [12] and
reactive or filter-based approaches in the field of recommendation
[20, 7]. In the context of this work, we are especially interested
in approaches that employ visual and interactive methods to tailor
an information space to a user’s individual needs. The novel approach presented in this paper employs a statistical method known
as Latent Dirichlet Analysis (LDA) or “topic modeling” [4, 3] to
discover useful linkages between documents upon which visualizations are built.
While there has been a significant amount of research in this
domain from a variety of perspectives, from early approaches such
as [27, 40, 18] to more recent work in [36, 37, 39, 22, 25], visual
techniques for exploring large sets of documents have not yet been
widely adopted.

2.1

Topic Modeling

LDA or “topic modeling” is a statistical technique introduced by
Blei et al. [4] that computes focused probability distributions over
the words in a set of documents. The algorithm functions by mapping documents onto a smaller number of “topics”. In this sense, a
topic consists of a multinomial distribution over words or stemmed
terms in a document set. For example, as p(w|t), for t ∈ 1 . . . T ,
where T is the number of topics [4, 16]. In many cases, topics are
displayed as a list of the top n words with the highest probability
in the set. Table 1 from [15] shows some example topics produced
by an LDA algorithm. In this case, the words “theorem, lemma,
proof, follow, constant...” seem to relate to the topic “Mathematical
Theory”. Recent research in [9, 26] has shown that although LDA
topics can be misinterpreted, they are generally well understood by
users. Techniques for the automatic labeling of topics have been
presented in [23].
In TopicLens, topics are leveraged to form associations among
items in a large corpus, and these associations are used to produce
informative and highly flexible representations of the broader content item space, using novel layout and interaction techniques. Before describing our approach to visualizing a topic space, we now
present a discussion of existing approaches to visualization of large
document sets.
Many approaches in the literature dealing with the representation
of large text collections, ranging from traditional static representations, e.g. [18], to more recent and highly interactive representations which use advanced methods to relate documents together,
e.g. [?]. They can rely on pre-existing meta data, or can compute relations on the fly. In this paper, we present a novel interactive design and layout for exploring topic based and social network
relations in large document sets. Before presenting the prototype
system in detail, the following section provides a brief account of
the design choices for using a combination of river and graph-like
visual representations in the system.

• Presents a choice of view modes, sorting parameters and controls for navigation and dynamic filtering.
• Enables a user to filter topics in relation to the pre-existing
networks in the data.
• Allows for human oversight of algorithmically generated results.
• Enables exploration of dataset as a map, traversing and isolating regions of particular interest in order to extract relevant
items.
• Caters to diverse topic modeling scenarios, including additional data such as social and information networks.
In the remaining sections, we will discuss the related research
and provide a brief background of topic modeling before describing in detail the design decisions made when developing the TopicLens interface. The design decisions include those related to overall structure and the mapping of formal elements to relational information. Novel aspects of the interface are also discussed, particularly new techniques that we have termed ï£¡view inversionï£¡ and
ï£¡human review.ï£¡ We will then present three applications of the
system, one of which uses data that does not contain topic-based
relations, thus highlighting a more generalized application of the
design.

2.

theorem lemma proof follow constant bound exist definition
software process tool project development design system developer
protein genes expression network motif interaction pathway genome
political social policy economic china law government national
business firm services customer technology management market product
flow velocity wall fluid turbulence reynold pressure channel

RELATED WORK

2.2

Due to the proliferation of data available on the web, there is
an increasing need for better techniques for exploration of large
amounts of text data. This is commonly known as addressing an information overload problem [20]. Ongoing research has produced

The Need for a Hybrid Model

As shown in Figure 2, we are supporting exploration of multifaceted data in a variety of ways. Specifically, examples are demonstrated on three different network types: social network data with
2

Figure 2: Two detail views of the TopicLens visualization, each showing connections between items and related topics. In this case
the data is from the Twitter social network, so our generic “items” represent Twitter users. Frequency measures are shown on the
outer river-like component. The two views are of the same data, with items and topics inverted.

unidirectional edges (followers and followees) from Twitter; augmented with topic relations, and a topic modeled network of news
articles from the New York Times; and social network data with bidirectional connections from Facebook. Across all examples, the
goal is to use simple interaction and novel layouts to facilitate user
comprehension of complex data, particularly to communicate the
“credibility’ factor of peers in a network with respect to particular
topics of interest. This complexity would be inherently difficult to
communicate with a single visualization technique such as a river
or graph visualization. Accordingly, we have opted for a hybrid
approach which uses a graph-like mechanism similar to TopicNets
[15] for highlighting relations between document and topic nodes,
and a river-like view similar to ThemeRiver [17] overlaid to communicate frequency or “credibility” of different sets of peers within
the context of a topic selection. This approach has been successful
in applications such as Freire’s ManyNets [13].

3.

great measures to ensure clarity and consistency across multiple
view modes. In our informal tests and observations of interactions
with the system, we have found it easy to learn and that users take
quickly to the dynamic filtering and sorting tools we provide.

4.

VISUALIZATION DESIGN

The most prominent feature of the visualization, shown in Figure
2, is its use of the wheel to structure information. Using a circular structure allows us accommodate variability in the size of the
datasets. The wheel dynamically expands to fit the data and contracts upon filtering. Zooming and font size are adjusted in order to
keep information present within the visualization space, regardless
of how much there is to display.
The visualization is designed to fit within a rectangular window
with width larger than height. The exact dimensions can vary and in
our examples, we found it most effective to use a full screen view
on a high-resolution display (1280x1024 and higher), especially
when dealing with large sets. The left side of the screen contains
the controls and legends and the wheel rotates on an axis in the
center of the screen. A static camera is also positioned at the center
of the screen, allowing the user to zoom in towards and away from
the center. The river is positioned along the outer edge of the wheel
and protrudes in different directions depending on the current data
selection.

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

At the core, the TopicLens interface seeks to empower the user
to explore a large datasets based on a number of factors. We designed the interface with the idea that potential users would benefit
most from learning and engaging in the system rather than making
sense of the data at a glance. We see applications of our system
being beneficial for any researcher who is looking to glean insights
into a large body of text. This includes analysts of social networks
as well as scholars in the humanities who may want to use TopicLens to explore trends in the bodies of work by a single author
or works belonging to a single or set of genres. We provide functionality with the goal of avoiding a crowded interface and we took

4.1

Organization

In order to support the user in exploring the data at varying levels
of detail, the organization of the visualization needs to clearly distinguish the different relationships that are represented. We classify
those relationships into three types: primary, secondary and ternary.
3

The data we collect has pre-existing relationships as formed through
meta-data (primary relations), the topic modeling algorithm provides information about relationships between items and topics (secondary relationships), and we found it helpful to further analyze
the topics in relation to items and item meta-data (ternary relationships). By dividing the wheel into three concentric regions,
we were able to map each type relationship to its own location
on the wheel. As you travel from the center out, the information
represented reflects a increasing number of factors. The wheel,
combined with zooming, was intended to give the user the idea
that zooming out will provide them with a big picture, birds-eye
overview of the data and zooming in closer will focus on the finer
detailed relationships. The following paragraphs provide a detailed
explanation of the relationship types and the regions they map to.

4.1.1

pending on the underlying dataset, visual features may be turned
on and off in order to keep the visual complexity to a minimum.
At the root, our information display consists of two basic entities:
topics and content items. Items are mapped to circles and topics are
mapped to rectangles with the text label of the topic in the center.
We made these entities distinct in order to visually and conceptually
separate them. The topic text is always visible but the item text is
only present on demand. Similarly, the circular shape of the item is
always visible but the rectangular shape of the topic is only visible
on selection.
Color is used to visually group items based on meta-data. For
instance, if there is meta-information about item categories, each
category type would map to a unique color. This mapping was chosen partly because it enables a quick visual grouping of items and
extends to a large number of categorizations. Another reason for
choosing color, was its ability to support a visual connection between the meta-data of the individual item and the corresponding
meta-data represented in the river. This offers the user two levels
of understanding by illustrating how the meta information is connected to the item as well as the topic.
Opacity is used to illustrate secondary relationships, relationships between topics and content items. These relationships occur
with a probability specified by the LDA algorithm. Opacity is an
effective means of illustrating these connections as it indicates relative strength. Darker nodes have strong probabilities of relation,
lighter have weaker ones. If a node is unrelated, it is removed from
the space. Secondary relations are highlighted upon interaction as
the user must specify a single item or topic in order to view its connections. If multiple items or topics are selected, then the opacity
value is determined by the average probability from all nodes in the
selected set.
Position and order are used in conjunction to highlight patterns in
the data. Patterns are exposed by using the ordering of the items or
topics on the inner ring to position the items or topics in the center.
Each value begins in the center of the circle and is pulled towards
all of its related nodes in the inner ring. The strength of attraction
depends on the probability of the connection between the item and
the topic. The result is a spatial grouping of items or topics that
share similar relationships. A number of interaction techniques for
positioning items on the inner ring will be discussed in the following sections.
Size is used to illustrate measures of numerical magnitude such
as frequency or number of relations. Similar to position and ordering, some mappings of attributes to size can be more informative
than others. For this reason, we allow the user to indentify the node
attribute that determines node size.

Primary Relations: Center

Primary relations are formed though associations in item metadata. In the analysis of Twitter networks, a single item represents
a Twitter user. Item meta-data includes, but is not limited to, a list
of followers of this user and a list of other Twitter users that this
user is following. In the case of topic modeling run over New York
Times articles, primary relationships would be formed between two
or more articles that share the same author formed by two articles.
Primary relationships are mapped to the center so these relationships can be viewed in a local space. Figure 2 shows primary relations through coloring in the view on the right. In the view on the
left, topics are featured in the center. Since primary relations don’t
exist within topics, no explicit color mapping is represented.

4.1.2

Secondary Relations: Center & Inner Ring

Secondary relationships occur as a result of the topic modeling
and define the relationships between topic and item nodes. Each
of these relationships occurs with a given probability as defined by
the LDA algorithm. These relationships as well as their respective
probabilities are represented by interactions between the center and
inner ring. While the nodes in the center are not bound to any axis
or predetermined path, the nodes in the inner ring are equidistantly
laid out in a circle. This is primarily because the inner ring also
functions as the axis points for the river visualization but also reinforces simplicity by defining only one type of data to be related spatially. On the left side of Figure 2, highlighting Wikileaks changed
the opacity of the nodes on the inner ring in order to indicate how
related each item is to this topic. On the right, highlighting User
16 changed the opacity of the topics in the inner ring, similarly
showing the strength of the connection.

4.1.3

Ternary Relations: Outer Ring / River

5.

Ternary relationships are formed between the topic modeled results and the meta-information of the items related to those results.
Using the river visualization to graph these relationships allows us
to see an overall frequency of the node in addition to the metainformation frequencies within the same space. Depending on the
data and filtering, the river model can be customized to show any
particular facet of the meta-information. Figure 2 is showing average probabilities over each facet of item meta-data in relation to
the selected item. The colors in the river match the colors of the
meta-data in the center, reinforcing this relationship.

4.2

IMPLEMENTATION

This visualization evolved through a number of design iterations.
Using Processing to program the design and interaction allowed us
to easily explore changes in the design and instantly see the results. The Processing framework also made it simple to program
animations and transitions between states. A number of libraries
were used to extend the scope and flexibility ofProcessing. The
PeasyCam library provided the basic virtual viewpoint control, the
ControlP5 library was used to implement text boxes, range sliders
and list boxes and an OpenGL library was used to add custom functionality into the system such as smoothing and alpha blending.
The TopicLens application creates node and edge objects by parsing configuration and data files on load. During the execution of the
program, nodes and edge objects are referenced in order to create
dynamic links. Links are the elements that are drawn to the canvas and much of the code is devoted to maintaining those links and

Visual Mappings

Because the TopicLens visualization needs to encode a rich variety of data, we took care to make the visual encoding of different
relationships and concepts distinct. In order to maintain simplicity
we map objects and relationships to specific formal elements. De4

Figure 3: TopicLens view details for varying data sets. Left: TopicLens view of news articles from the New York Times showing
topics on the inner ring and articles/items in the center. The view shows selection of an individual topic (peak oil) and edges linking
to related articles. Right: TopicLens view of a Facebook social network showing an individual’s friend network and associated item
preferences.

dynamically updating their values to indicate relationships. The
smooth transitions were created using an integrator class that allows
the user to specify characteristics such as mass, position, damping
and attraction. When a link targets a given position, the integrator
dynamically updates its position depending on its physical characteristics.

6.

represent probabilities over the meta data. In this example, the user
meta data contains a list of other users following this user and a list
of the users this user is following. One type of ternary relationship
in this example is the relationship between a topic and the average
probability that the users friends are discussing that topic.
As noted in Section 4.1, ternary relations are mapped to the river
and the nodes in the inner ring form the axis points. The river
displays specific information depending on the organization of the
nodes within the space. This approach affords the user an opportunity to uncover potentially interesting relations in the following 6
view configurations.
With topic nodes in the center, and user nodes on the outer ring:

USE CASES AND DISCUSSION

In order to showcase the flexible applicability of our visual model,
we present three use cases that explore different dynamic datasets.
Each use-case will discuss the design decision made to cater to the
specific data domain as well as a usage scenario to illustrate its potential for a variety of applications.

6.1

• Upon selection of an individual user, the river view shows
that user, their friends and their followers’ probabilistic association with each topic on the outer ring.

Recommending Credible Information In
Twitter

• When no user is selected, the river shows the average probability for each topic across all users.

Preserving social network relations in topic modeled systems
allows us to glean insights into the networks and salient topics
therein. This example is catered specifically as an attempt to visualize credibility in Twitter networks. Our definition of “credibility” relates to the probability by which a user is connected with a
particular topic, based on LDA analysis over a bag of words representation of all of that user’s tweets. In analyzing credibility, we
also examine that user’s followers and followees and their respective associations with the given topic.
In this visualization, which is represented earlier in Figure 2,
each topic node contains a label that represents the list of words
in a mined topic. Primary relationships are formed between a user
and their followers and followees. Secondary relationships occur
between users and extracted keywords and the ternary relationships

• When a topic is selected, the river shows each user’s association with that topic.
With user/item nodes in the center, and topic nodes on the outer
ring:
• When a topic is selected, the user’s friends and follower’s
opacity is varied to represent association with that topic.
• When a user is selected, their association with each topic on
the outer ring is shown in the river view.
• When no user is selected, the probability of each topic in the
global space is shown on the outer ring
5

For this scenario, the river represents three probabilities for each
node, the average probability of the user using the topic, the average
probability of the user’s followers using the topic and the average
probability that the people following this user are using the topic.
Since topics are represented along the inner ring, this information
is available for every topic. Each of the probabilities is represented
on the river, using color matching to indicate the group or single
user it applies to. To further explain what the river is visualizing,
a legend on the bottom left of the interface dynamically updates,
explaining the current model. In this case mode visibility is of particular importance as the river maps different values through the
life of the visualization.
When a Twitter user is highlighted in the space, interactions take
place at each of the three levels. In the center, the primary relationships are presented through colors. All users who don’t belong to
this user’s network are removed and the remaining users are color
coordinated to indicate whether they are a follower of the selected
user, or someone the selected user is following. Spatially, each user
is attracted to the topic nodes in the inner ring by the positioning algorithm mentioned above. Topics related to the selected node vary
by opacity in order to indicate the strength of connection.
The probability mappings were specifically designed to investigate credibility or trust. The top left of Figure 2 shows a network
with two people selected. All of the nodes in the set represent both
of the selected people’s networks. On the outer river, one can see
the probability distributes for this network over each topic in the
network. From the river you can conclude that these two users are
using the topic "Crowley" quite a bit, however their friends and followers are not. For this reason, they may not be a trusted source
for this topic since their followers do not appear to be interested in
similar topics. On the other side of the visualization is the topic
"asylum" which is being used largely by the network and not so
much by these users.
Drawing firm conclusions at this level is not necessarily reliable
but better information can be introduced by selecting the right network. For instance, if you know the terms "Assange", "Julian" and
"Wikileaks" are all terms related to Wikileaks, then you could select those terms from the visualization and view the results over the
given network of users associated with those terms. By investigating the probability of these three words occurring together across
the social network you may be able to visualize trends about who
is followed, by whom and for what reasons.

6.2

lated documents. Lighter lines then extend from each of those related documents to all of the other topics they are related to. This
conveys information to the user about other topics related to their
selection. The user is able to specifically locate the documents that
contributed to this relationship by following the lines or selecting
multiple topics and browsing the filtered document space.
The lines are particularly useful for illustrating how two topics
are related to each other and upon what criteria. This is helpful
when browsing for articles associated with a given theme. Let’s say
a researcher is looking for references on "peak oil." Searching for
and selecting "peak oil" from the space would show the researcher
other related topics as well as articles specifically contain the relation. If one of the related articles contains a topic that is also
of interest to him or presents a particularly interesting comparison,
he or she can easily isolate and obtain information about the articles containing both topics by filtering the space and hovering over
the document node, revealing information about the article such as
title, date and author.
TopicLens could also be used visualize trends associated with a
subset of articles. Say a user read a few articles in the Times Opinion section and they would like to find other articles about similar
and related subjects. This could be accomplished by typing each
article name into the search field. This would in turn select each
of the corresponding articles in the space and illustrate the topics
associated with them. In order to remove outliers, they would adjust the slider to specify the amount of documents that need to be
associate a topic in order for it to appear in the space. After this
filtering step, they are presented with a number of related topics,
the most popular being the largest and darkest. By selecting that
topic, the space is reorganized to show all the the articles related
to that topic. The user can now visually browse these articles and
quickly identify which one appeared in the opinion section, based
on color. Hovering the mouse over a document node would reveal
its specific information and provide access to the full text..

6.3

Recommending Movies via Facebook API

In this example, shown in the right of Figure 3, we use the proposed framework to visualize data that is not topic modeled in order to show how the interface also operates on similarly structured
datasets. Reinterpreting the definitions of recommendable item and
topic allows us to use the existing visual model for this dataset. In
this example, a single Facebook user takes the place of a recommendable item and a movie takes the place of a topic. Since movies
can be related to any number of Facebook users and Facebook
users can be associated with any number of movies, this dataset
can function similarly to the topic model examples. Each itemtopic, or rather user-movie, combination is assigned the probability
of 1 since the user has specified explicitly that they like the given
movie. This visualization is able to provide exploratory views of
the most popular movies within a Facebook friend network as well
as the least popular movies. It can also isolate pockets of users that
are fans of these most or least popular movies. Essentially this view
is a visual representation of a social collaborative filtering process,
since items which are popular among Facebook friends are promoted for a single target user receiving the recommendation.

Recommending New York Times Articles

In the example shown on the left of Figure 3, topic modeling was
performed on a set of New York Times articles and is used for investigation and discovery of related articles that may not have been
discovered through traditional search models. Each document node
represents an article and topic nodes represent the topics extracted
from those articles. Each article contains information about the
section of the paper which it belonged to, such as opinion, world or
national news.
Two unique design features were included in this interface to
improve the functionality in relation to the underlying data. The
first one is colored rectangles on topics. These colors are used to
reinforce ternary connections though the use of color averaging.
The color of the rectangle is determined by the category of each of
the articles associated with it. Should a color tend heavily towards
a single category’s color, on could deduce that the topic tends to
appear most frequently within that category. The actual distribution
of the categories is explicitly represented in the river.
The second unique feature is the use of lines. When hovering
over a topic, darkened lines extend form the topic itself to all re-

7.

CONCLUSION

In summary, this paper has presented a novel interactive interface
for recommending interesting topics and documents from within a
large corpus. The design is a hybrid which combines river and
graph-like representations of recommended items and can be easily adapted and customized by the end user for different use cases.
We have also introduced novel interaction methods that support hu6

man skills in the exploration of topic modeled data sets. In doing
so, we have extended the efficacy of both the system and the algorithm, allowing the user to navigate large datasets and uncover
patterns. Details of our design choices and methodology have been
discussed, and demonstrated over three example applications, including social network data from Twitter augmented with topic
modeling over users’ tweets, a topic modeled set of New York
Times news articles, and social network data from Facebook, including item preferences. In each example case, we have discussed
ways in which the approach facilitates discovery of relevant information which may go undiscovered in traditional analysis tools.
We have also demonstrated TopicLens’ ability to act as a flexible
interaction layer, supporting exploration of multiple application domains.
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